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have to be a democratic Concert of Europe, and, astonishing as
it may seem to some but not to those who have followed not
only his development but that of more than one German thinker,
he had reached the conclusion that, in that Concert, France was
not Germany's hereditary foe, but her natural ally. Italy he very
properly disregarded as a second-class power got up to look
like Goliath and at the mercy of any David, as a non-liberal
power,, and as a power whose only significance was in the use
which other powers made of her. With Britain there could be no
alliance,, and only to a limited extent a real community of purpose^
for Britain was not a European but a world power, and, although
she had a vital interest in the maintenance of peace on the
Continent., she would always tend to have a negative rather than
a positive policy of European co-operation. As a German, he
firmly believed that the Rhine is the heart of Europe/ and that
he who possesses the Rhine dominates the Continent—a view,
perhaps, not without its defects* If the Rhine powers who had
hitherto for two millenia disputed its possession could form a
party bound together by a mutual possession of it and transform
a policy of mutual rivalry into one of mutual concession and
mutual benefaction, he saw in that party the one sure basis of a
European order, as he saw in the effort to form it the one sure
condition for the attempt to create that order. It was in that
sense that he saw the possibilities of Geneva, The Ruhr, Locarno,
London, Thoiry—these were the stages that marked the develop-
ment of his thought, of what indeed may be called his conversion,
for it had very much the same psychological character as conver-
sion, a conversion none the less sincere because he still believed
that it had a sound nationalist foundation^ to the idea of the
solution of all problems by the creation of such a new order, to
the idea of transforming the League by giving it as a new basis
a true European League. To Briand the United States of Europe
was half a myth of the Sorelian type, and half an additional
guarantee of that security which can never have guarantees
* His "westernism" and his democratic belief is seen equally in his refusal
to consider Russia as a real factor for Germany's European policy at a time
when there was strong diplomatic support for a "Russia-wards** orientation.

